Dutch Boy — THE NAME TO GO BUY—FOR EVERY PAINT JOB

First choice of professional painters—first choice with home owners—that's Dutch Boy. There's a Dutch Boy finish specially blended for every painting need, inside or outside your home, and you can depend on it for long-lasting beauty. Choose yours today at—

PAINT DEPARTMENT
Main Store — Street Floor

BUILDER'S PAINT DEPARTMENT
MOREAU ANNEX
Opposite Main Store

EXCLUSIVE DEALER
J. J. MOREAU & SON, INC
MANCHESTER, N. H.
Dial NA 4-4811

NEW ENGLAND INSULATION CO.
ACOUSTICAL DIVISION
Distributors and Applicators

Maine • New Hampshire • Vermont

OWENS-CORNING FIBERGLAS
NATIONAL GYPSUM COMPANY
REYNO COUSTIC—EASTERN SYSTEMS

ALTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Phone: Alton 5-7500

Arthur E. Swanson, Manager

Panel Industrial, Inc.
Distributors of
Construction Equipment and Supplies
159 South Main Street • Concord, N.H.
Tel. CA 5-7276

Sonneborn Building Materials
Delta Power Tools
DeWalt Radial Saws
Schlueter Artic Boy Water Coolers
Timken Bits
Crosby Clips
Aeroquip Hose & Couplings
Vulcan Drill Steel & Pavement Breaking Tools
Laughlin Drop Forge Fittings
Dixon Valves & Couplings
Springs — New & Repaired
Welding Supplies — Marquette, Victor & Stulz-Sickles
Complete Motor Rebuilding
Kohler Electric Plants
Complete stock of all sizes Machine Bolts & Cap Screws

ANDREW T. JOHNSON CO., INC.

ANNOUNCING
NEW ENGLAND'S NEWEST AND LARGEST COMPLETE PLANT UNDER ONE ROOF
BURLINGTON, MASS. ON MIDDLESEX TURNPIKE
(At Exit 35 Off Route 128)
Richmond 2-1610
(Connecting all Plants)

BLUE PRINTERS — MICROFILMING
— ZEROGRAPHY —
— OFFSET PRINTING —
— MINIATURIZATION —
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of NEW HAMPSHIRE
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Commercial and Industrial Installations

91 Bisson Avenue Laconia, N. H.

STOKERS OIL BURNERS

Residential - Commercial - Industrial
Sales - Installation - Service

OVERHEAD DOOR PRODUCT CORPORATION
Nashua, N. H. TUxedo 2-97
Manchester, N. H. NA 2-16

K+E QUALITY PRODUCTS and PRECISION INSTRUMENTS

- MICRO-MASTER® — an amazing new process providing clear, distortion-free "second originals". Tiny 4 x 6" negatives can be projected up to original size and more. Save storage space, mailing costs.
- HERCULENE® Drafting Film — the newest, most durable drawing medium. Ideal surface "take" for pencil, ink, or typewriter. Balanced transparency. Lies flat. Resists rough handling. Matted one or both sides. In Rolls or Sheets. Find out Today!
- K & E INSTRUMENTS — select from our complete line . . . for every engineering and drafting use.

B. L. MAKEPEACE Inc.
1266 BOYLSTON ST
Call Copley 7-2700
Concrete products have come a long way since their manufacture first started in New England, before World War I. Cracking, which was the worst problem, was more prevalent in concrete masonry than in cast-in-place concrete. With the introduction of cinders for manufacture of lightweight concrete masonry, weather popping and staining became the primary concern and A.S.T.M. tests were devised to determine the acceptability of brick.

During those early days, test panels were built of block in the laboratory. Portland cement was used for mortar to get the tightest job possible. Workmanship of the best was not typical of job conditions. Structures built with these materials were found to have excessive leakage and cracking. This led to the introduction of lime, which produced the workability needed on the job.

Blocks were used mostly for garages for rich exposures quality was not a requirement. Since then, block has gotten into popularity and higher standards have been established. With passing of time plaster was omitted on the inside. Thus, even better, and better looking block were required.

During this period, manufacturers developed new compounds to add to cement products. Many of these were of estonable value. Some accomplished what they purported to do but often at the expense of some other characteristic. Cause of this, all admixtures were needed.

Today, there are many manufacturers with highly skilled technical staffs, producing organic and inorganic compounds for use with Portland cements. As chairman of the Committee on Admixtures, I can see there is a place for additives in our industry. Gypsum, air entraining agents, accelerators, and retarders have already been approved. It is quite probable that chemistry will play a very important part in the development of cement products during the next decade.

The plastics industry is looking for new fields. The promise is that new uses, textures and colors will be developed through the use of admixtures just as we now have additives to improve durability. The probability is that all cements will contain admixtures.

While there will be plenty of room for all, in this field, there will be many problems, many of them new. Steam curing will effect different admixtures in different ways. Air entraining agents react differently at 90 degrees than they do at 70 degrees, for example.

Fly ashes and limes will be useful in the future. However we must note that all silicas are not necessarily highly reactive and there will be problems introduced by their use. Flyash varies from plant to plant and this will introduce problems of control.

Often, in testing, there are honest difference of opinion. At one air force base, a water reducing agent was added which with the particular aggregates used re- (Continued on Page 8)
quired the addition of cement. Experiences had indicated, in other exposures, a saving of 17\% in cement content. After much research by the company involved, the testing laboratory findings were substantiated.

While cements are all manufactured to meet A.S.T.M. requirements, they are not all equal. Committee C-132 studied these characteristics and found considerable variation of tensile strengths and volume changes.

Stanton Walker of N.S.G.A., also found considerable variation.

Block aesthetics have been improved by the application of heat-treated, baked, and air drying plastic facings. However, various phases of block manufacture will have to be standardized in order to reduce variations in the final product. Aggregates and admixtures will have to be carefully controlled to produce uniform surface textures.

These surface treatments will do much for our industry. They make it possible for the architect to produce more appealing structures. The architect understands what appeals and what people want.

Much will have to be learned about plastics. Not all are alike and none are better than they cost. Some are not alkali resistant and others are photo sensitive. They must be developed to be color fast, and be durable as regards exposure to the elements.

Many of today's active concrete masonry producers will be making specially faced units in the next ten years.

Present practice by architects is to keep block out of external or exterior walls. This is unwarranted and unfortunate since new plastic joint materials have made it possible to overcome many of the old short comings of block construction.

Much needs to be done to modernize building codes. Provisions of many community ordinances indicate a desire on the part of the writers to keep block in the out-houses from which it graduated. Fire resistance ratings of block should be modernized so as not to penalize the block producers. Many codes require 8 inches in block where 4 inch and 6 inch would be adequate thus pricing the product out of competition.

Architects are trying to get less weight into partitions and still attain good acoustics. Paint may make a 4 inch block adequate where 6 inch or 8 inch might be required.

The future for concrete masonry is bright. However, future progress commensurate with what has already been accomplished will be realized only: If the mathematical variations of testing are eliminated; if more stringent efforts are made to control the manufacturing process; if mixing and curing are standardized; and if, in short, the block industry presents the building industry with a uniformly good product. Especially important. This requires clean edges, good corners, equal heights, and uniformity of textures.
Alonzo Harriman, AIA, of Auburn, Maine, regional director, will be present at the May meeting of New Hampshire chapter to discuss the forthcoming New England Council convention to be held at a latter part of September or early October.

Announcement of Mr. Harriman’s visit to the New Hampshire Chapter was made by Andrew C. Isaak, secretary. The New England meeting will be hosted by New Hampshire Chapter, and to be held in the White Mountain area, secretary Isaak stated.

“Selling of Architecture to Clients” will be the subject to be discussed at the all council meeting, according to Mr. Harriman.

The exact date and place for the convention is expected to be made known shortly, that chapter members can make their plans to attend this important convention.

The chemistry of silicones is broad. Their use, well established in households for car polish, cosmetics, and sun tan lotion, is spreading to the construction industry. The industrial applications also, well established started about 30 years ago. The search for better heat resistant finishes was successful and led to the placement of linen tapes, wood and paper slips by glass fibers, thus allowing electric motors to run at higher temperatures and improving dielectric resistance.

Research in English laboratories led to the discovery of the high heat resisting abilities of silicon. New high temperature varnishes were developed contributing still further to electrical motor development and later silicon oils and resins became a reality.

Still later, paints were improved and rubber mounts developed to operate from 500 degrees centigrade to 130 degrees centigrade below zero. Along these lines it was found that non stick quality of silicones made them excellent for mold release purposes and their defoaming characteristics fitted them well for crank case oils.

Silicones became important during World War Two when grease like water repellants were used for spark plugs on military air craft. Silicones were later applied to the upper leather of shoes and to rain garments.

Silicones have been applied above ground to buildings for some ten years. For this purpose they have been found to have excellent repellancy, good weathering and resistance to the alkali in mortar. They are clear and do not darken with age. Their outstanding qualifications, however, are that they allow masonry to breathe and they can be applied in cold weather. They minimize efflorescence, do not fill interstices, but coat the masonry particles.

The treatment of masonry started in Europe while in the United States most silicon treatments were concerned with protecting bridge decks for the corrosive action of deicing agents.

In Texas, presence of vanadium salts caused green efflorescence in brick. By spraying the brick walls both the brick and the joint were protected. A new process called Silaneal has been developed whereby bricks are actually dipped at the plant for periods of two minutes. Questions were asked regarding the strength of the mortar joint as a result of this process. Investigation indicated increased strength of the joint. The treatment facilitates cleaning of the masonry.

Silicon may have a life of from five to ten years and should be applied only to clean surfaces. Application should be on surfaces having an alkali reaction.

On lightweight masonry silicon may not be effective due to the coarseness of the texture and this suggests a water proof type application first. With heavyweight concrete masonry, silicones have been very effective.
CONCRETE MASONRY FOR OUTDOOR LIVING
Good name in man and woman, dear my Lord,
Is the immediate jewel of their souls:
Who steals my purse steals trash; 'tis something, nothing;
'Twas mine, 'tis his, and has been slave to thousands;
But he that filches from me my good name
Robs me of that which not enriches him,
And makes me poor indeed.

Othello Act III Sc 3 Line 155

At Duracrete the pride we take in our good name is reflected in our concrete masonry products.

Tel. NA 2-7011  Tel. 4-1293

duracrete block co.

Box 217A  Manchester, N. H.
BRICK

RESIDENTIAL

"Whether your design be Colonial or Modern you'll be sure to find a Corriveau-Routhier product that is most appropriate."

Fast Service

2-1071
NAtional 3-5293 COLLECT
2-3506

Corriveau - Routhier Co.
266 Clay St. Manchester, N. H.

RILA CONCRETE PRODUCTS CO.
104-106 Epping Road • Tel. PR 2-3561
EXETER, NEW HAMPSHIRE

Manufacturers of
Precast Manholes
and
Catch Basins

"BUILD BETTER FOR LESS WITH MASONRY"

Structural Clay Products Institute

CONCRETE MASONRY ASSOCIATION
NEW ENGLAND REGION

THOMAS CRANE
REGIONAL DIRECTOR

Always Glad to Serve You
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CAMBRIDGE CEMENT STONE COMPANY
INCORPORATED

Manufacturers of
MO-SAI ARCHITECTURAL SLABS
and
CAST STONE

Our Folder and Further Information Sent on Request

Lincoln St. Allston 34, Mass.
Tel. STadium 2-7610 - 2-7611

FOR A SQUARE DEAL IN HOMES

PATRONIZE BUILDERS DISPLAYING THIS SEAL

HOME BUILDERS ASSOCIATION of NEW HAMPSHIRE
Affiliated with the —
National Association of Home Builders

Call DENSMORE For Fast Delivery...

of
CLAY PRODUCTS and
MASONRY SUPPLIES

DENSMORE BRICK COMPANY
Manufacturers and Distributors • Lebanon, New Hampshire

Above — Doctors Park, located east of Elliot Hospital on Tarrytown Road, Manchester. Contractors, Marshall-Erdman, New York City. Masonry by Corriveau-Routhier Co.


FOR ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS:

TWO SUPERIOR PRODUCTS

MINUTE MAN LIME

For the Architect:

Produces a high lime content mortar which assures reduced expansion and contraction, maximum bond and minimizes the danger of efflorescence and leaky walls. Meets highest Federal and ASTM specs for Type S lime.

For the Contractor:

Produces a fatty, plastic, workable mortar with a high sand-carrying capacity to meet architect's specs.

(Write for free booklet: "Superior mortars with Minute Man Lime". Includes recommended mixes)

LEE BOND MORTAR CEMENT

The convenience of a one-bag mix. Minute Man lime and Portland Cement in one bag ... completely interground at plant. Contains 50 pounds of completely cementitious material. (No inert limestone filler!)

(Write for free booklet: "Architect and Mason Contractor's Dream")

LEE LIME CORP.
Lee, Massachusetts
Styrofoam*, a Dow plastic foam insulation, is now available for a completely new construction method. Fully insulated masonry homes with plaster interiors can now be built without the usual furring and lathing. And the finished plaster wall is warm and dry.

Styrofoam is clean, lightweight, easy to handle insulation that does not lose its effectiveness. It resists moisture, heat, cold and deterioration; assures lower fuel bills. And it's easy to cut and shape Styrofoam, even around pipes, windows and electrical outlets.

For complete details and free estimate, contact us today.

CORRIVEAU-ROUTHIER CEMENT BLOCK CO.

266 Clay Street — Manchester, N. H.

NAtional 2-3506

*Syrofoam is a registered trademark of The Dow Chemical Company
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Myslivy, 126 North Acres Road, built by Phil Paquette & Son, Inc. Masonry by Corriveau-Routhier Co.

A new modern home at 1445 Union Street. Built by Phil Paquette & Son, Inc. Masonry supplied by Corriveau-Routhier Co.
1 Crestview Road is the home of Mr. and Mrs. Gerry Paquette. Constructed by Phil Paquette & Son, Inc. Masonry by Corriveau-Routhier Co.

Masonry construction is the feature for the home of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Fish, 170 Crestview Road. Built by Phil Paquette & Son, Inc. Masonry supplied by Corriveau-Routhier Co.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Whitehead, 150 Crestview Road have a home complimented by a masonry exterior. Built by Phil Paquette & Son, Inc. Masonry supplied by Corriveau-Routhier Co.
"Corriveau-Routhier brick offers an unlimited flexibility of design — in combination of Color, Texture, and Pattern"

Fast Service
2-1071
National 3-5293 COLLECT
2-3506

Corriveau - Routhier Co.
266 Clay St. Manchester, N. H.

CONCORD LUMBER CO.
Concord, N. H.

COMPLETE MASON'S SUPPLIES

- Sand-struck & Water-struck Brick
- Face Brick — Standard and Roman Sizes
- "Natco" Facing Tile
- "Duracrete" Cement & Cinder Block
- Cement & Mortar Cement
- Fireplace Supplies
- Firebrick & Fireclay
- Fiber & Clay Sewer Pipe
- Flue Lining
- "U. S. G." Plaster
- Flagstones

Spaulding Brick Co., Inc.

DISTRIBUTORS OF BRICK AND STRUCTURAL TILE

120 Middlesex Avenue, Somerville, Massachusetts

Established 1933

P. O. Box 87
Winter Hill Station
Boston 45, Massachusetts
Monument 6.3200
Morse C. & B. Block, Inc.

CONCRETE and LIGHTWEIGHT BLOCK FOR ALL PURPOSES

Route U. S. 7
One Mile North of BENNINGTON, VERMONT
Dial 2260
LARRY COLE, Mgr.

W. S. GOODRICH INCORPORATED

Manufacturers of
WATERSTRUCK BRICK

EPPING, N. H.
Tel. 2652

Harvard
Colonial
Antique
Face
and
Common Brick
Quality Products because they are Quality Controlled!

Photo above shows two engineers in the process of taking stone samples which they will test in Whitcomb's lab. This is just one of many tests made. In the Whitcomb operation there are four ready-mix plants and one block plant which are supplied by four aggregate producers. All materials are tested to assure uniformity of the finished products . . . to afford you with the finest quality!

"RUGGED AS MONADNOCK"

PRECISION MADE

MONADNOCK BLOCKS

ARTHUR WHITCOMB, inc. 725 Main Street, Keene, N. H.
One of the very few testing laboratories maintained by a concrete block and ready-mix concrete manufacturer in this part of the country is found at Arthur Whitcomb's, Inc., Keene, New Hampshire. This laboratory was developed by the engineers at Whitcomb's to assure a better, more efficient control of aggregates used in the production of ready-mix concrete and concrete masonry products, thus controlling the quality of the finished product.

This lab is manned by a full-time engineer. Aside from the many testing processes to assure quality-controlled production, the lab is also used for ready-mix concrete and Monadnock block designing and development, for both lightweight and heavyweight materials, to meet the requirements of our clients.

In the process of being constructed is a special curing room. Built within our testing lab, this curing room, complete with automatic temperature and humidity control, will enable us to run compression tests on our ready-mix concrete and Monadnock blocks.

Throughout our production plants, you will find the most modern equipment along with the newest, most scientific methods used to maintain quality control.

For example, we have one of the most unique block curing kiln control systems in this part of the country. Exclusively developed by the Minneapolis-Honeywell Company, it is completely modern with automatic kiln temperature controls. This assures us of a uniform block cure in each kiln.

Control is used throughout our entire operation. From the batch plants to the finished product, testing methods and control mean uniformity...assures you of the finest quality produced at the most economical cost.

A cordial invitation is extended to you to stop in and see the Monadnock Blocks being produced under these conditions. At the same time, you can observe our ready-mix concrete operation. Whenever you come to Keene, we hope you will stop by and see modern concrete masonry products manufactured the Whitcomb way!

The concrete test hammer is used to obtain a quick field reading on the compressive strength of ready-mixed concrete. This is one means of checking concrete to assure safe loading during the construction period.
Here is a compression test being taken by one of our testing engineers to determine the compression strength of a sample Monadnock Block.

One of our newest additions to the testing lab, the Gilson Screen Testing Machine, is used to test aggregategradation.
Here you see a slump test, an air test and a unit weight test. All are just a part of the many tests taken by Whitcomb for continual surveillance to assure top quality.
NORTH YARMOUTH BRICK COMPANY
105 Preble St. Portland, Me.
Tel. SPruce 3-5639

BRICK-CRETE MANUFACTURING CO.
Manufacturers of Colored Brick
DEALERS IN CEMENT
732 MAST ROAD National 2-8907
MANCHESTER, N. H.

BRICK in NATURAL and COLOR
PATIO BLOCKS — 7 Colors
CEMENT BLOCK
CHIMNEY BLOCK

A Message
from Norlite . . .

DID YOU KNOW . . .

THAT THE TALENT AND ACCUMULATED experience of the architect, the "know-how" and responsibility of the master contractor and the craftsmanship of the mason combine to provide the best and cheapest form of insurance your money can buy that you will have a building of last satisfaction?

THAT NORLITE IS A ROTARY KILN processed expanded shale, the idea aggregate for the manufacture of concrete and masonry units: STRONG — YET LIGHT!

Northern Lightweight Aggregate, Inc.
Cohoes, New York
Celotex Acoustical Products
Office Partitions
Porex Roof Decks

by

itcher & Company, Inc.
67 Rogers St., Cambridge, Mass.
Hffstown, N. H. HYacinth 7-2376

Corriveau - Roughier Co.
266 Clay St. Manchester, N. H.

IVE owners the multiple advantages
NATCO Structural Clay Products

CO DRI-SPEEDWALL TILE
acty suited for attractive load­
ing walls

Builds nominal 8” wall
Nominal face size 5 5/16” x 12”

TCO FACE BRICK
uty and variety which add strength
character to the structure

NATCO CERAMIC GLAZE VITRITILE
Available in 33 beautiful colors

8W Series—face size 7 3/8 x 13 3/4
6T Series—face size 5 11/16 x 11 3/4
4D Series—face size 5 1/8 x 7 3/4

For complete information
call Hubbard 2-3549 or write
NATCO CORPORATION
476 Statler Office Bldg., Boston, Mass.

FOR INTERIOR WALLS
"VITRITILE" FACING TILE
"8W", "6T", and "4D" Series
Ceramic glazed
Clear glazed
Specktled glazed
"VITRIBRIK"
Ceramic glazed
"8E" Series (Modular)
UNGGLAZED FACING TILE
Buff and Manganese Spot

FOR EXTERIOR WALLS
NATCO FACE BRICK
Red, Gray, and Buff Ranges
(unglazed)
Ceramic Color and Specktled Glasses
Standard Size, Roman, Norman, and SCR Brick
"UNIWALL" FACING TILE
For complete walls—
Buff unglazed exterior
Ceramic glazed interior
"DRI-SPEEDWALL" TILE
For complete walls—
Buff Unglazed
Red unglazed
Salt glazed
"TEX DRI-WALL" TILE
For complete walls—
Red unglazed
COPING TILE
For parapet walls
RAGGLIE BLOCKS
For roof and wall flashings
"SEGMENTILE"
For storage bins and silos

FOR FLOORS
"NATCOFLOR"
Long Span System
PATIO TILE

SPECIALTIES
FLUE LINING
Round and rectangular
UNDER-DRAIN TILE
For trickling filters
CLAY SEWER PIPE
For telephone and power lines
STAIR TREAD TILE
NATCOUSTILE SOLAR
SCREEN TILE
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This new informational film describes SILANEAL®, the only brick treating material proved safe in SCPRF-prescribed wall tests and by 3 years experience in the field.

In this full color, 14-minute documentary, you'll learn how SILANEAL is applied at the brick plant. You'll witness tests that prove SILANEAL does not impair the strength of brick walls. You'll see how SILANEAL improves laying properties of brick with high initial absorption. You'll see that SILANEAL does—

- reduce ground stains
- minimize efflorescence
- keep walls clean, beautiful
- make lay up easier
- speed construction
- help you build BETTER BRICK BUILDING

To arrange for a FREE showing of this new film at your office, plant or association meeting, phone Dow Corning Corporation

20 Providence Street
Boston, Mass
FIFTH ANNUAL

NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE CONFERENCE
of the
BRICKLAYERS, MASONs AND PLASTERERS
INTERNATIONAL UNION OF AMERICA

LATON HOUSE — NASHUA, N. H.
SATURDAY, MAY 21, 1960

J. Stewart Fraser, Jr., President — Norwich, Vermont
Richard H. Page, Jr., Vice President — Keene, N. H.
John H. Ineson, Secretary-Treasurer — Rochester, N. H.

Build With Masonry Products

New Kind of Insulation for Block and Cavity Walls

ZONOLITE® MASONRY FILL INSULATION
Minimizes Condensation...
Cuts Heat Loss in Half!

New Zonolite Masonry Fill Insulation is the ideal material to fill cores or cavities in block or brick walls. Doubles insulating value of walls. Lightweight, easily installed. It's water-repellent—actually sheds water. Cuts heating, air-conditioning costs in homes, motels, churches—all types of buildings.

ASK FOR AN ESTIMATE

ZONOLITE COMPANY
NORTH BILLERICA, MASS.
Box #117 High Street MOntrrose 3-2700
New additions to the U. N. H. Campus are Randall Hall, left section of above, and Hitchcock Hall. Irving W. Hersey, A.I.A., Architect, Blanchard Stebbins, Inc., General Contractor. Brick by W. S. Goodrich, Inc.


New Adventure in Block Walls.

Block Wall Offering Privacy, Sunlight and Beauty.
Novelty, Neatness and Lifetime Durability with Block Construction.

PHOTOSTATS-BLUELINE PRINTS

LEGAL COPIES OF ANYTHING

COPIES OF:
LETTERS, CHECKS, DOCUMENTS, DEEDS
COURT EXHIBITS, LICENSES, TITLES,
DISCHARGE PAPERS & MAPS
DON'T TAKE A CHANCE
ON ORDINARY PHOTO COPYING
CALL US
"WE ARE REPRODUCTION SPECIALISTS"

PHOTOSTATS
BLUEPRINTS
BLUELINE PRINTS

"ONE TO A MILLION COPIES OF ANYTHING"

GEORGE C. BENJAMIN

92 MARKET STREET
DIAL 2-2273
MANCHESTER, N. H.
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR

Residential and Industrial Wiring

DIAL MAN. 3-3568

5 South Willow St., Manchester, N. H.

Motor Repairing

PALMER Plumbing Supply Co.
Wholesalers

Distributors of

I- McLAIN BOILERS
KOHLER ENAMELWARE
PETRO OIL BURNERS

ROCHESTER, LACONIA, N. H.
PORTLAND, ME.

Lyons IRON WORKS, Inc.
MANCHESTER, NEW HAMPSHIRE